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Roomy and versatile
Thanks to the increased inner space (+20%) obtained in 
both width and height, the new boxes can easily hold 
the cables for not only conventional wiring but also the 
contact interfaces for domotic applications.

Wide range
BIG BOXES are available in versions with 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 
18 gangs, to meet all application requirements even in 
modern and/or domotic systems.

More space
The increased inner space 
(+20%) obtained in both 
height and width makes it 
easier to insert the cables for 
conventional wiring and do-
motic interfaces too.

Combined used
Thanks to the joining ele-
ments, top-mounted and/
or side-by-side assemblies 
can be created with all the 
plates of the domestic rang-
es. In addition, the hooks 
on the plate mean the boxes 
can be coupled “back-to-
back”.

Knockout holes
The sides have holes of differ-
ing diameters, easily knocked 
out and suitable for hous-
ing flexible conduits up to 
ø 32 mm.

Easy to remove
The shield can be eas-
ily removed by pulling the 
central handle with your 
hands, or pulling on the 
identification sticks.

Easy identification
Its orange colour and recogni-
tion sticks ensure the shield 
can be immediately identi-
fied. The flexibility and special 
orientation of the sticks mean 
the straight edge can pass 
over them without any diffi-
culty or spraying. 

Quick and resistant
The shield is clipped to the out-
er edge of the box or screwed 
onto the inserts, ensuring full 
resistance to the plaster jet. 
The slightly retracted position 
prevents interference with the 
straight edge and makes it 
easier to remove the mortar.

Protection and cleaning
The reusable mortar guard 
shield in technopolymer - 
available as an accessory for 
the versions with 3, 4, 6 gangs 
- guarantees 100% protection 
for the box and conduits while 
plastering and painting work 
is being carried out.

Separated circuits
The boxes can be used with di-
viders to create specific areas 
for circuits and devices pow-
ered at differing voltages.

Robust and resistant
The BIG BOXES are extremely robust, thanks to the 
notable mechanical resistance to crushing and the use 
of special double rib metal inserts.

24 SC - BIG BOX - HIGH CAPACITY RECTANGULAR BOXES FOR BRICK WALLS 24 SC - BIG BOX - TECHNICAL COMPONENTS

Code Description Code Description For BIG BOXES
code

GW 24 403* 3 gang GW 24 403 P

Shield
for protection against

mortar and paint

GW 24 403

GW 24 404 4 gang GW 24 404 P GW 24 404

GW 24 406 6 gang GW 24 406 P GW 24 406

GW 24 206 6 gang (3+3)

GW 24 321 Functional
divider

GW 24 403
GW 24 404
GW 24 406

GW 24 237 8 gang (4+4)

GW 24 238 12 gang (6+6)

GW 24 330 Joining
element

GW 24 239 18 gang (6+6+6)

24 SC-BIG BOX
HigH capacity, robust boxes 
for domestic ranges

(*) THE 15-PIECE SPACE-SAvING PACK LETS YOU STORE A GREATER NUMBER OF 3 GANG BOXES GW24403 IN LESS SPACE.
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